Aerocom’s AC24M Multi Station System
The AC24M System is available for a variety of applications. Most commonly it is ideal for the secure two-way
transmission of cash and documents from a point of sale
station to a safe room or bookkeeping area in a retail environment.
This system has two operating modes by use of a slide
gate: Day and Night Mode. While in Day Mode, leave the
slide gate closed so the transferred carriers remain in the
receiving station. An arrival signal will alert the bookkeeping attendant that the carrier has landed. At days end,
switch the slide gate to the open position and carriers will
drop into a safe for retrieval the next morning.
Each transferred carrier will be traceable with detailed
audit information.

Station Options: Slide & Box

Aluminum

Stainless

PVC

Steel Box

Aerocom’s AC24M Multi Station System
Up to 61 sub-stations transfer
cash and documents to
bookkeeping with audit trail
capabilities.

Features:


Fully automatic, variable, microprocessor controlled system.



The master station is microprocessor controlled, eliminating the need for additional PCs and monitors.



Several station types are available.



Provides soft carrier landing.



Technician service mode allows for remote interaction to resolve rare system conflicts.



Carriers return to the master station in the event of power interruption.



Printable transaction log, recalling the last 120 transactions.



Printer can be set to print out trouble codes.



Automatically clears the system to prevent possible carrier collisions.



Available in multiple tubing sizes ranging from 4” to 6” PVC, Steel, and Aluminum tubing.

Aerocom’s AC24M Multi Station System

System Details
Maximum number of stations:

Diverter: 2-way / 3-way

1 master station with up to 61 sub-stations

Payload: up to 5 pounds

Maximum number of lines: 1

Speed: 25’ per Second

Operation mode: 2-way reversing system
Carriers can be transferred from the master station to any of the sub-stations
(up to 61 sub-stations). Sub-stations cannot perform transactions with other
sub-station for secure audit accountability.
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